More agility things in the dog park at Shoreview Park.

In Westminster Triangle Park - concept A, the play areas and rain garden type things are great, but in concept E, I like the raised mid-block crossing.

Optional Info: Age: 9  Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Highland Terrace

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
SHORELINE PARK CONCEPT DESIGNS

OPEN HOUSE
March, 2018

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please list any comments in the space below.

View park - more agility - Bigger dog park.

I like concert A better because I like the dog park and I love agility.

Optional Info: Age: 7
Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Highland Terrace

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
I have been volunteering with Hillwood Soccer Club since 2001. I served as coach, board member, and since 2013 I am commissioned to serve on Hillwood Soccer Assoc. I fully support fields turf and lights for HW Park and Shoreline. Shoreline A+3 has been a highly desirable and efficient use of public property. We need more similar resources.

Optional Info: Age: 56 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Dickerson Sound

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Would like to see Parks Department take over the Firlands Road and make the intersection with Aurora and 185th a smart and classy area, with brick walkway and plaza etc.

Optional Info: Age: 80 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Hillwood

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Re the Saltwater Parks:

The accumulation of large dogs has made it more difficult to "enter" the actual beach area. Some dogs are a plus along the boundary, but I'd like to see some thinning there. I realize that removing large dogs is not an easy or inexpensive task.

Optional Info: Age: 54 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Hillwood

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Keough B - What is space between art & play area? Like multi-sport court! Include hockey nets large kids play area w/ picnic options

Seems like Kid + Ridgecrest are very similar concepts

Optional Info: Age: 36 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Parkwood

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Optional Info: Age: _____ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Highland Terrace

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Hillwood Park

The soccer/baseball/softball field, south of the school track & field, has very poor drainage. I can't imagine a plan to improve the park without a major improvement in drainage. Some, maybe most, of the water must be draining from the school field which is several feet above the park field.
Thank you for helping keep me informed. Hopefully my input on Westminster A will be useful.

Optional Info: Age: 31
Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Dayton Avenue

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
There is a noticeable birth of a basketball courts in Shoreline. There's 2 that qualify to a degree; I is a grade school (Sunset). There's 0, east of 1-5.

Optional Info: Age: 27  Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Thornwood

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
JAMES KEOSH PARK

1. Make park easy for Police to patrol
2. Combine concept A & B: off-leash area - yes!
   long public art - centrally located
   + interactive features
   yes!
   play equip - yes!
   restroom - yes!
   picnic shelters - yes!
   Community garden - yes!
   picnic area - yea!

Optional Info:  Age: 56  Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Maidrian Park

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
As I look at the three parks east of I-5 I see 3 ball fields being removed. This is wrong. We need more fields, not fewer.

Optional Info: Age: 77 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Paramount

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Hamlin North
- Generally prefer less development
  - There is huge value in a large undeveloped area of forest.
  - I would support any plan that had little to no tree removal
- Zip line is my LEAST favorite part of this plan.
- Like the adventure park idea for kids to have directed play in the existing forest. C+F, krikenberg geodesic has an area for kids to build houses using thing (pine tourist sites) the finding

Optional Info: Age: Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work:
Hamlin East

- Spray park would be great
- I like the idea of an amphitheater and the type of events it promotes
- Make sure community garden will get enough sun. Not worth cutting trees to make that happen.

- I like that this is working within developed space and would prefer to limit the removal of trees.
- Incorporate more public art that is easy to fit in small sculptures of other pieces.

Optional Info: Age: 28 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: 1 block W. of Hamlin Park

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Hamlin is valued as a natural oasis - The natural play elements in Hamlin North Concept B would best continue and support this. I believe Concept A would negatively impact the park's neighbors.
Somewhere besides Hamilton East we need a soccer turf field.

Optional Info: Age: 71 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Paramount

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please list any comments in the space below.

1. Leave existing softball fields—they are the best two fields in Shoreline.

2. Completely support a spray park.

Optional Info: Age: 71 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Paramount

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinews.gov/parks
Thoughts for Hamlin/Ridgecrest parks:

Turf fields are important for youth sports. Bruggers park should be left as a grass field and would be more popular for a dog park/use for natural play. With the potential loss of fields due to construction, other multi-use parks are important!

Optional Info: Age: _______ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: ________________

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinawa.gov/parks
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please list any comments in the space below.

ADD LIGHTS TO SPORT FIELDS ON TURF SPORTS FIELD MAKE THE BASEBALL LINES FOR 46'x60' AND ALSO 60'x90'

Optional Info: Age: 49 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: RICHMOND HIGHLANDS

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Bruggers Bog desperately needs a safe area for the community families to use a functioning play area in a natural setting. Educating the visitors about the importance of clean salmon friendly streams that enter Lake Washington and Puget Sound. Less hardscape, concern over north parking lot for condo has several drains that enter the stream.

Optional Info: Age: _______ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: ____________________________

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please list any comments in the space below:

HAMLINE - NO VENDORS
HAMLINE - KEEP BASEBALL FIELD

IN GENERAL - THE MORE GREEN SPACE
THE BETTER

Optional Info: Age: [76] Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: [Hamline]

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Dislike Hoblins natural—reject all new concepts.
Instead, north meadow with diverse variety of
nature meadow plants for birds & butterflies
habitat. Have natural trail through it.
Preserve adult Bell fields (East area). No spray
park, no artificial turf.
Use resources for new park bond acquisitions and
recreation center.

Optional Info: Age: _______ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: __________________________________________

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Home -

Do zip line! No private vendors. Not the place for it.
Strong Preference for Concept B. (with Hamilton)
Some additional "play" areas okay but adding more nature features.

Optional Info: Age: 53  Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: North City

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinews.gov/parks
How would water be treated and how would it effect the ecosystem?

Optional Info: Age: 56 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: 135th x 154th

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Our primary concern is for Hamlin Park North. Please do not put in a vendor-run zipline park. It would negatively impact the neighborhood. Hamlin is known for being a natural park. Please keep improvements to a minimum.

Optional Info: Age: 45 Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Hamlin

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Definitely prefer Concept B - Hamlin Park with some changes. Keep as many trees as possible. Appalled, upset over nutch, trees will be cut for maintenance storage. Some concern about art.
Homeless -

Do zip line! No private vendors, not the place for it.

Optional Info: Age: _____ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: __________________________

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Please list any comments in the space below.

Levee Homestead natural—reject all new concepts. Restore north meadow with diverse variety of native meadow plants for birds and butterflies habitat. Have natural trail through it. Preserve adult Bell field (East area). No spray park, no artificial turf.

Use reserves for new park bond acquisitions and recreation center.

Optional Info: Age: ________ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: ____________________________

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
For Bruggers Bog: First priority is level practice field. Turf or watered grass would be fine (grass is probably better).

Other important feature for BB is an off-leash dog park. It would be more useful there than at Ridgecrest because the RC field is relatively close to the existing off-leash parks and there is no old dog owners use the fields at Cedarbrook, North City and Aldercrest for off-leash use currently.

Optional Info: Age: _______ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: All Shorelakes

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks

* Representing Shorelake soccer club.
If there is irregular area at BB, a play area would definitely be good because there is low-income housing nearby. However, one option is to purchase a small part of the old Kellogg field (Lower Aldercrest) for example the tennis courts and make that into a play structure. That should be affordable and still allow development of the rest of old Kellogg as the SSD sees fit.

The RC playfield should be used in whatever way best supports users who would walk there. It is so hard to drive to... It is low priority for a multi-use playfield. Covering at least one basketball court would be great - that is a good feature at the elem schools.
Broggers Bog Comments

Concept A has good points (and bad)

Good:
- Moving playground close to street
- Perimeter trail & ADA connection to overlook
- Overlook
- Picnic area
- Restroom - a chemical portapotty might be more realistic & permitting easier

Bad:
- Natural lawn play field - not appropriate to site & removal of trees should not be part of the plan

Add to concept:
- Add a trail that mimics shortcut from East side to SW corner (to bus stop)
- Add bridge that crosses (over)

Optional Info:  Age: 66  Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Echo Lake

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Since "Connecting to Nature" opportunities is part of PROS Plan - Brugger's Bog could be part of this initiative
- promote Environmental Education (interpretive signs, nurse stumps, etc., native vegetation)
- Nature Play - encourage interaction with the natural environment
- Pileated Woodpeckers frequent the park. Keep the habitat that is important to wildlife. (I am part of a Restoration Team doing work at Ballinger's Bog and we are increasing the native habitat) and increasing the canopy where possible. Keep snags if not a hazard.

Brugger's Bog wants to become a Bog. The stream now cuts thru part of the park. Water boots are essential foot wear 6 months of the year. Don't fight the Bog... Free it! A play field is not appropriate for the saturated ground.

Finally, Brugger's Bog is part of the Lyon's Creek Watershed LFP is trying to enhance Salmonid habitat. Shoreline should work with the adjacent municipalities and look at the watershed as a whole. Brugger's Bog is an important piece of the watershed. We should do what we can to support Salmon habitat, water retention, and filtration of a Bog.
Hamlin Park - Option A

Shorelake Soccer would rent the turf field at Hamlin several hours/evening during Sept-Oct.

From our standpoint, watered grass is as good as turf for 9 months out of the year. (Winter turf is best)

Deciduous trees around the field are good if they are shorter than conifers. However an ability to blow leaves off the field would be necessary - leave space for the leaves along the edge!

Optional Info: Age: _____ Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: LFP/Shorecrest watershed

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
Similarly, we don't want dogs on the playfield but parents will bring them to games anyway so there should be a path or viewing area, so owners could keep their dogs on-leash but not and watch the game at a safety. Not an off-leash park too.

I have just started an Ultimate (frisbee) team @ Kellogg and hope to get it into Sharecrest in a few years. We might use a play turf field in east Hamlin. That field is officially 120 yds long & 40 yds wide but anything is good for practice.

Generally the same size they at A/B. Soccer Turf should be longer.
My first priority, esp. for north area:

Preserve natural habitat; health of trees; wildlife habitat; do not reduce no. of trees.

Also - better maintenance of existing trails. Minimal "improvements" - e.g. sidewalk on N. border would be great; and better entrance.

East area - good to enhance for community gathering (picnic shelter, etc.). However, I'm concerned

Optional Info: Age: 23  Shoreline Neighborhood where I live or work: Briercrest

Online Survey Available: www.shorelinewa.gov/parks
that some activities might lead to excess noise in the neighborhood, esp. music that would be truly disturbing.

Generally, I prefer concept A for east area, for example, the slope up from the parking lot.